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Manual abstract:
With their powerful processors these compact ECOSYS devices produce professional quality copies and prints at up to 26ppm in colour*. With a truly
impressive scan speed of 35ipm, these multifunctional devices have the capacity to handle heavy document management workflows. Operating these
multifunctional devices is just as fast and smooth thanks to an operation panel with a highly intuitive structure that provides fast and easy access to all of the
device's capabilities. With their reduced power and toner consumption, reduced waste thanks to the highly-reliable long-life components and quiet operation,
these devices help to create a perfect working environment inside and outside the office. ECOSYS is the business approach to environmentally sustainable
office operations. Our hardware and toner technology have been designed to consume only the absolute minimum and still deliver the highest quality. When
toner finally does run out all you have to replace is the toner kit, not an entire cartridge including the drum and/or developer. This saves resources, reduces
your company's environmental impact and means even lower costs for you. Double-sided printing is standard, saving you money and reducing your paper
consumption by simply allowing you to print on both sides of the paper. And ECOSYS does more than just reducing the use of consumables and energy to give
you exceptionally low printing costs.
@@@@ECOSYS: where economy and ecology meet. For the environment. For your budget. @@@@With an impressive warm-up time and a really fast first
copy time, waiting is a thing of the past. Conveniently compact, these multifunctional devices offer you a lot of advanced features.
Full-colour scans can be saved as a TIFF, PDF, JPEG or XPS files and saved directly to a USB memory stick, to any PC in your network, or attached to an email and sent right from the device. With doublesided functionality for print, copy, scan and fax*, these multifunctional devices can reduce your paper
consumption and the need for office filing space, another great boost when it comes to optimizing office workflow. And with up to five* different paper feeders
the paper capacity of these fast multifunctional devices can be expanded from the large standard 500-sheet* capacity up to a total of 2,100 sheets*. No matter
how large the job, you can get it done quickly and without unnecessary interruptions. * Technical specifications depend on the device 3 BUSINESS
DOCUMENTS PROCESSED BY A PROFESSIONAL QUALITY YOUR BUSINESS NECESSITY Highly robust and very reliable, you can always count on
these multifunctional devices to deliver superior print quality.
The combination of improved hardware and toner technology provides a resolution that's sharp and clear, and the FS-3040MFP/FS-3140MFP even delivers
impressive 1,200 dpi resolution. The FS-C2026MFP/FS-C2126MFP also come with advanced colour technology that includes improved calibration, colour
optimisation and trapping to remove unwanted shadows. Their extended range of colours is produced with a vibrancy and clarity that sends a very clear
message to anyone who deals with your documents. Whatever your document-processing needs, these multifunctional devices will handle them quickly, easily
and in truly professional quality. Whether it is printing, copying, scanning or faxing*, with these office professionals every thing always comes across with
clarity and precision. Easy to integrate in almost every network environment, these devices perform as secure network products with professional output. *
Technical specifications depend on the device 4 EASE OF USE DESIGNED TO SIMPLIFY YOUR DOCUMENT WORKFLOWS Designed for heavy daily
office use, all of these multifunctional devices are very easy to operate. The control panel has a highly intuitive layout that gives the user simple and
convenient access to all of the different functions that a busy office needs in the course of a workday. That saves time at the device and ensures that you can
make optimal use of all the functionalities the device has to offer. The operation panel also includes convenient program keys, with which you can reduce a
whole series of processing steps to one simple click.
It is ideal for carrying out complex and recurring companyspecific tasks. By programming a button to handle office workflow demands, you can save a lot of
time and avoid the confusion and human error that often come with complex processes. These intuitive displays are already being used successfully in other
KYOCERA multifunctional devices. That is a big advantage for employees who have access to several different devices since there is no need users to learn
numerous control panels. The USB host interface is positioned at the front of the device for easy accessibility. Printing from and scanning to a USB stick can
be carried out just as easily as it can from a computer in a network, giving the user complete independence from their computer and opening up printing
capabilities throughout the company. KEEPING YOUR INFORMATION SECURE These multifunctional devices offer the latest safety standards needed in
modern network environments. Easily integrated into your company's IT, the IPSec and the SSL suite of encryption protocols guarantee that the data
travelling through your network is secure. Active Directory authentication delivers further security without the need to create new user accounts for each
every user. @@@@for simple and convenient access.
@@Easy replenishing of toner and waste toner box. Up to 5 paper feeders for up to 2,100 sheets. @@@@Whatever your needs you can count on us. Want
to know more? @@@@@@@@@@@@@@22 seconds or less Time to first print: Approx. 9.
5 seconds or less Time to first copy: Approx. @@@@25.5 kg (FS-3040MFP), approx. @@@@0.11 mm.
@@Input capacity: Max. @@@@@@@@They can be recalled from the printer's memory as needed, reducing network congestion The KM NetViewer KM
Net Viewer enables complete monitoring and control of all ECOSYS printers and digital KYOCERA multifunctionals from any Windows© PC and thus
provides ideal network administration. It also supports other devices using the SNMP protocol. Status Monitor and Command Center The Status Monitor
shows a printer's current condition and gives direct access to the web-based Command Center for the configuration of settings that are not contained in the
drivers (e.g. network settings, adjustment of sleep mode and blocking of access to the control panel). USB Host Interface for USB Flash Memory PDF files
can be printed directly from USB Flash Memory (e.g. a USB stick) via the USB host interface. Documents are selected directly via the printer's control panel.
No computer is required. Print functions Controller language: PRESCRIBE IIe Emulations: PCL6 (5e/XL), KPDL 3 (PostScript 3-compatible), Line Printer,
IBM Proprinter X24E, Epson LQ-850, Diablo 630, PRESCRIBE, XPS, PDF Direct Print Interface: USB 2.0 (Hi-Speed), USB Host, Fast Ethernet 10/100BaseTX standard, slot for optional CompactFlash®Card, slot for optional internal print server (FS-3040MFP only) Operating systems: All current Windows
operating systems, MAC OS X version 10.
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2 or higher, Unix, Linux as well as other operating systems on request Fonts/barco monochrome Resolution: 600 x 600 dpi multibit for 9,600 x 600 dpi
(print), 600 x 600 dpi, 256 greyscales per colour (scan/copy) Duty cycle: Max. 65,000 pages per month Recommended monthly printing volume: up to 10,000
pages** Warm-up time: Approx. 29 seconds or less Time to first print: Approx. 9/10.5 seconds or less in monochrome / colour Time to first copy: Approx.
10/12 seconds or less in monochrome / colour CPU: PowerPC 464 / 667 MHz Memory: Standard 768 MB, max. 1,792 MB Integrated accounting: 20
department codes Dimensions (W x D x H): 514 x 550 x 580 mm Weight: Approx.
36.5 kg including toner container Power source: AC 220 ~ 240 V, 50/60 Hz Power consumption: Printing: FS-C2026MFP 466 W / FS-C2126MFP 477 W
Copying: FS-C2026MFP 470 W / FS-C2126MFP 479 W Stand-by: FS-C2026MFP 79 W / FS-C2126MFP 79 W Sleep-mode: FS-C2026MFP 16 W / FSC2126MFP 17 W Noise level (sound pressure level ISO 7779/ISO 9296): Copying/Printing: 50 dB(A) Stand-by: 30 dB(A) Safety standards: TÜV/GS, CE
This unit is manufactured according to ISO 9001 quality standard and ISO 14001 environmental standard. @@0.11 mm. @@Input capacity: Max.
50-sheet multi-purpose tray, 60220 g/m2, A4, A5, A6, B5, letter, legal, folio, envelopes, custom (70 x138 to 216 x 356 mm), max. 250-sheet universal paper
cassette, 60163 g/m2, A4, A5, A6, B5, letter, legal, folio, custom (105 x 148 to 216 x 356 mm), max. input capacity with options: 1,300 sheets Duplex unit:
Duplex as standard supports 60163 g/m2 Reversing document processor: 50-sheet, Simplex scan 50120 g/m2, Duplex scan 50110 g/m2, A4, A5, B5, letter,
legal, custom (140 x 210 to 216 x 356 mm) Output capacity: Max. 150 sheets face-down Print functions Controller language: PRESCRIBE IIc Emulations:
PCL 6 (5c/XL), KPDL 3 (PostScript 3 compatible), PDF Direct Print, XPS Direct Print PRESCRIBE IIc With PRESCRIBE IIe, Kyocera's page design and
control language, even complex graphics, logos and multipart forms can be created independently on a computer and stored in the printer. They can be
recalled from the printer's memory as needed, reducing network congestion.
The KM NetViewer KM Net Viewer enables complete monitoring and control of all ECOSYS printers and digital KYOCERA multifunctionals from any
Windows© PC and thus provides ideal network administration. It also supports other devices using the SNMP protocol. Status Monitor and Command Center
The Status Monitor shows a printer's current condition and gives direct access to the web-based Command Center for the configuration of settings that are
not contained in the drivers (e.g. network settings, adjustment of sleep mode and blocking of access to the control panel).. USB Host Interface for USB Flash
Memory PDF files can be printed directly from USB Flash Memory (e.g. a USB stick) via the USB host interface. Documents are selected directly via the
printer's control panel.
No computer is required. Interface: USB 2.0 (Hi-Speed), USB Host 2.0, Fast Ethernet 10/100Base-TX, slot for optional print server, slot for optional
CompactFlash®-Card Operating systems: All current Windows operating systems, MAC OS X Version 10.2 or higher, Unix, Linux as well as other operating
systems on request Fonts/barcodes: 93 outline fonts (PCL 6, KPDL3) + 8 (Windows Vista), 1 bitmap font, 45 types of one-dimensional barcodes, 1 type of twodimensional barcode (PDF417) Features: encrypted PDF Direct Print, IPP printing, e-mail printing, WSD print, secure printing via SSL, IPSec, SNMPv3
and Private print (requires memory expansion) Copy functions Max. @@@@@@@@500 sheets; 60220 g/m2; A4, A5, B5, letter, legal, custom (148 x 210
mm 216 x 356 mm) Memory upgrade: MDDR2-256: 256 MB; MDDR2-512: 512 MB, MDDR2-1024: 1,024 MB CompactFlash*-Card: CF-4 (4 GB) for
printing forms, fonts, logos, macro storage Others USB Flash Memory: Supports direct printing and scanning of PDF, XPS, TIFF, JPEG files via USB Host
interface UG-33: ThinPrint support Optional Interfaces: PS159: Wireless LAN (802.11b/g) PS1109 Gigabit Ethernet: 10BaseT/100BaseTX/1000BaseT
(RJ-45) PS129 Fibre Optic: 100BaseSX (SC) PS1129 Gigabit Fibre Optic: 1000BaseSX (SC) CB-520 Cabinet: Wooden desk with storage capacity, including
castors (wheels) Consumables TK-590K Toner-Kit: Microfine toner black for 7,000 pages A4 in accordance with ISO/IEC 19798 TK-590C, TK-590M,
TK-590Y Toner-Kits: Microfine toner cyan, magenta, yellow for 5,000 pages A4 each in accordance with ISO/IEC 19798 Capacity of starter toner is black
3,500 pages, cyan, magenta, yellow 2,500 pages in accordance with ISO/IEC 19798 Warranty 2-year warranty as standard. KYOCERA guarantees the drum
and developer for 3 years or 200,000 pages (whichever occurs sooner), provided each device is used and cleaned in accordance with the service instructions.
Up to 5-year on-site warranty extensions available for product and options. 1007DSE3040/3140MFP_C2026/C2126MFP_EMC Your KYOCERA Business
Partner: Kyocera Mita (UK) Ltd, 8 Beacontree Plaza, Gillette Way, Reading, RG2 0BS Tel: 0118 931 1500, Fax: 0118 931 1108 www.
kyoceramita.co.uk, info@kyoceramita.co.uk * KYOCERA does not warrant that any specifications mentioned will be error-free.
Specifications are subject to change without notice. Information is correct at time of going to press. All other brand and product names may be registered
trademarks or trademarks of their respective holders and are hereby acknowledged. **Based on 36 months` usage. Product depicted includes optional extras.
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